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中国十个节日传说
A three book box set of the following festivals in the 'Amma Tell Me' Series: 1. Amma Tell Me About Holi! 2. Amma Tell Me
About Diwali! 3. Amma Tell Me About Ramayana!

Amma, Tell Me about Holi!
A long, long time ago, seawater was sweet and drinkable. How it became salty is a remarkable story. India's favourite
storyteller brings alive this timeless tale with her inimitable wit and simplicity. Dotted with charming illustrations, this
gorgeous chapter book is the ideal introduction for beginners to the world of Sudha Murty.

How the Sea Became Salty
In this tale from the Amhara people of Ethiopia, a patient woman uses her experience with a wild lion to win the love of her
new stepson.

Ganesha's Sweet Tooth
Learn all about the traditions of Diwali with this third book in the delightful board book series Celebrate the World, which
highlights special occasions and holidays across the globe. Each autumn we gather with our friends and family and light our
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brightest lanterns. It’s time for Diwali, the festival of lights! In this lovely board book with illustrations from Archana
Sreenivasan, readers learn that the five days of Diwali are a time to pray for a bountiful season, celebrate the special bonds
between siblings, and rejoice in the victory of light over darkness and good over evil.

The Puppet, the Professor and the Prophet
This is the Hindi version of 'Amma Tell Me About Holi!' Yah hai Holi ki anokhi gatha Bharat ka rangoon bhara tyohaar Jaise
bataya Amma ne Klaka ko Kahani ke roop mai diya uphaar!

Beatrice's Goat
Describes ten Chinese traditional festivals: the Spring Festival, Lantern Festival, Dragon Head Festival, Clear and Bright
Festival, Double NInth Day, Laba Festival, and Kitchen God Day.

Gobble You Up!
In this story based on a case from Project Heifer, a young girl's dream of attending school in her small Ugandan village is
fulfilled after her family is given an income-producing goat.

Lights, Camera, Diwali!
Brilliant firecrackers lighting up the night, Diyas twinkling like stars - what a sight! This is Diwali, in all its glory, As told to
little Klaka - a magical story. First the celebration of Prince Rama and his homecoming, His victory over Ravana, the evil
demon King. Next a story of Lakshmi, the Goddess of wealth Who rewards her true devotees with fortune and health.
"Amme Tell Me" is a charming and informative series of children's books that introduces the major Hindu festivals and
figures to young readers, and are perfect for families wanting to share stories of Hinduism with their children or for
educators looking for resource on the Hindu culture for their students. Written in rhyme with vivid, captivating illustrations,
this series brings Hindu mythology to its readers in a fun and non-preachy way. The Series has ten books on the festivals of
Holi, Diwali, and on the Hindu gods Krishna, Hanuman and Ganesha.

Amma Tell Me about Holi! (Hindi)
Renowned picture book creator Jeanette Winter tells the story of a young girl in Afghanistan who attends a secret school for
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girls. Young Nasreen has not spoken a word to anyone since her parents disappeared. In despair, her grandmother risks
everything to enroll Nasreen in a secret school for girls. Will a devoted teacher, a new friend, and the worlds she discovers
in books be enough to draw Nasreen out of her shell of sadness? Based on a true story from Afghanistan, this inspiring book
will touch readers deeply as it affirms both the life-changing power of education and the healing power of love.

Celebrate Holi with Me!
Dev and Ollie have just arrived in India to enjoy the amazing festival of colours, Holi. But Dev doesn't like getting mucky!
Will Dev's magical bedtime owl, Ollie, be able to change Dev's mind? Modern, informative and funny, the Dev and Ollie
series of books take children on magical adventures to unique festivals in India and around the world.

Amma Tell Me about Durga Puja!
What makes a house a home? How is your house similar or different to others around the world? From tents and huts to
bobbing boats and apartments high up in the sky - they are all wonderfully varied, but there is something that makes them
all special . . . Meet a variety of families throughout the book in this wonderful celebration of different cultures. Discover
gers in Mongolia, tree houses in Japan, apartments in Italy, eco houses, canal boats and much, much more.

Amma, Tell Me about Ganesha!
Amma, universally known as "The Hugging Saint," went through a two-decade transformation from a simple fisherman's
daughter to an international wonder worshiped by millions. Gail "Gayatri" Tredwell was there every step of the way--from
early devotee to head female disciple, ever-present personal attendant, handmaiden, whipping post, and unwilling keeper
of some devastating secrets. Because she became fluent in the Malayalam language and had continual intimate proximity
to Amma for twenty years, Tredwell is uniquely capable of portraying this famous woman. She tells her tale with
straightforward honesty, fairness, and a dash of Aussie snap and wit. Although the guru's flaws are a necessary part of her
story and awakening, she strives to be factual throughout, digging deep to eschew victim frameworks and take
responsibility for her own role in accepting the abuse and perpetuating the lies. Tredwell takes us vividly through her
varying stages, starting with naïveté and innocent devotion, then on to dawning awareness and confusion, finally to
emotional breakdown and her shocking "enlightenment"--her realization that the liberation she urgently required was is in
fact liberation from her own guru

The Amma Tell Me Festival Series
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When Kansa learnt of Krishna's escape, His rage knew no bound. He summoned all his demons And ordered, "I want that
boy found!" This is the story of how one by one, Krishna bravely fought them all - How Putana, Trinavarta, Vatasura and
Bakasura All met their fall! "Amme Tell Me" is a charming and informative series of children's books that introduces the
major Hindu festivals and figures to young readers, and are perfect for families wanting to share stories of Hinduism with
their children or for educators looking for resource on the Hindu culture for their students. Written in rhyme with vivid,
captivating illustrations, this series brings Hindu mythology to its readers in a fun and non-preachy way. The Series has ten
books on the festivals of Holi, Diwali, and on the Hindu gods Krishna, Hanuman and Ganesha.

Home Sweet Home
Magic Secrets
A box set of the three books in the Amma Tell Me Krishna Trilogy. Amma Tell Me About Krishna! (Part 1) Amma Tell Me How
Krishna Fought The Demons! (Part 2) Amma Tell Me How Krishna Defeated Kansa! (Part 3)

Little Roja Riding Hood
Experience Holi with every color of the rainbow! This Hindu celebration known as the festival of colors and the festival of
love signifies the end of winter, the arrival of spring and the victory of good over evil. A time to laugh, play, visit friends and
get messy! Little ones will love exploring the colors of Holi through the vibrant photographs and Singh's playful rhymes in
this brilliant concept book. By the author of Diwali (Orca Origins), which has been called "an exceptionally valuable
resource" by Kirkus Reviews and "a standout volume" by School Library Journal.

Wangari's Trees of Peace
Owen is seventeen and smart. He knows what he wants to do with his life. But then he meets Natalie and he realizes he
doesn't know anything much at all.

Here Comes Holi
A box set of ten of the books in the 'Amma Tell Me' Series. The set includes the following books: 1. Amma Tell Me About
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Holi! 2. Amma Tell Me About Diwali! 3. Amma Tell Me About Ramayana! 4. Amma Tell Me About Ganesha! 5. Amma Tell Me
About Krishna! 6. Amma Tell Me How Krishna Fought The Demons! 7. Amma Tell Me How Krishna Destroyed Kansa! 8.
Amma Tell Me About Hanuman! 9. Amma Tell Me How Hanuman Crossed The Ocean! 10. Amma Tell Me About Hanuman's
Adventures In Lanka!

Amma, Tell Me about Diwali!
A promise to love and to protect Is sealed by the special thread of Rakhi. Learn how this lovey tradition began With Amma,
Klaka and little Kiki. How Vishnu taught arrogant Bali a lesson; A story about Indra, the God of lightning. Learn the power of
this special thread and how Tagore used it to stop brothers from fighting.

Holi Colors
This adaptation of a European folktale is about a talented tailor who uses his creativity to provide for his family.

The Clever Tailor
We celebrate Ganesha's birthday With so much fun and lots of fanfare. His idols are offered to the rolling seas With ardent
prayer and tender care. Lord Ganesha, loved by one and all, Is the divine son of Shiva and Parvati. And this is the story of
how he and His jumbo elephant head came to be! "Amme Tell Me" is a charming and informative series of children's books
that introduces the major Hindu festivals and figures to young readers, and are perfect for families wanting to share stories
of Hinduism with their children or for educators looking for resource on the Hindu culture for their students. Written in
rhyme with vivid, captivating illustrations, this series brings Hindu mythology to its readers in a fun and non-preachy way.
The Series has ten books on the festivals of Holi, Diwali, and on the Hindu gods Krishna, Hanuman and Ganesha.

The Amma Tell Me Krishna Trilogy
The bold, bright colors of India leap right off the page in this fresh and funny picture book adaptation of how Ganesha came
to write the epic poem of Hindu literature, the Mahabharata. Ganesha is just like any other kid, except that he has the head
of an elephant and rides around on a magical mouse. And he loves sweets, especially the traditional dessert laddoo. But
when Ganesha insists on biting into a super jumbo jawbreaker laddoo, his tusk breaks off! Ganesha is terribly upset, but
with the help of the wise poet Vyasa, he learns that what seems broken can actually be quite useful after all. With vibrant,
graphic illustrations, expressive characters, and offbeat humor, this is a wonderfully inventive twist on a classic tale.
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Mayil Will Not be Quiet!
Light, Camera, Diwali! helps children gain a better understanding of Diwali, the Indian festivals of lights. Through this
engaging story, children learn how Indian-American families celebrate Diwali in their homes. Dia receives a camera as a
Diwali gift and uses it to capture her memories of this special day. She takes photos of her family decorating clay lamps,
creating unique rangoli designs, preparing sweets called ladoos, setting off firecrackers and more! This captivating story
also helps children learn why Diwali is celebrated. While Dia explores the rituals of Diwali with her camera, children learn
about a Prince named Rama who was exiled into a forest for 14 years. After fighting off a demon, he is welcomed back into
his city with a "row of lights." Children learn about how Diwali teaches us that light will overcome darkness and good will
conquer evil.

Nasreen's Secret School
** OUR OTHER TITLES (Buy on Amazon): ** Let's Celebrate 5 Days of Diwali! Let's Visit Mumbai! In this multicultural and
educational series from Bollywood Groove, join Maya, Neel and their pet squirrel, Chintu, as they visit their cousin Ameya in
India to celebrate Holi! Kids will learn about history, food, language and cultural elements of Holi as it is celebrated across
India all while making two new best friends! ** Book Includes: ** INFO-ZOOM: Story of Holi, Holi around India INFO-RECAP:
Pictorial summary of Holi ** Parents: ** Our books provide a glimpse into the beautiful cultural diversity of India, including
occasional mythology references. ** Upcoming Titles: ** Let's Celebrate an Indian Wedding! Let's Visit a Farm in Punjab! **
For BULK ORDER DISCOUNTS, please contact info@bollygroove.com ** ** Check out our website: ** For more kids products
and to sign up for book updates please visit: http: //www.BollyGroove.com/books

The Wheels on the Tuk Tuk
A Pixar animator offers a colorful, close-up look at the most important gods and goddesses of the Hindu religion, in a
collection of full-color illustrations, accompanied by concise profiles and the stories of Hindu mythology. Original. 40,000
first printing.

Amma, Tell Me about Ramayana!
Another story of Krishna's adventures, Fighting Kaliya, a demon in snake form, And lifting a mountain on just one finger, As
a shield from an angry god's thunderstorm. And finally, the story of how evil Kansa Tried to kill Krishna, with methods so
grim. But be they elephant or ace wrestlers, No one succeeded in harming him! "Amme Tell Me" is a charming and
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informative series of children's books that introduces the major Hindu festivals and figures to young readers, and are
perfect for families wanting to share stories of Hinduism with their children or for educators looking for resource on the
Hindu culture for their students. Written in rhyme with vivid, captivating illustrations, this series brings Hindu mythology to
its readers in a fun and non-preachy way. The Series has ten books on the festivals of Holi, Diwali, and on the Hindu gods
Krishna, Hanuman and Ganesha.

Colour Carnival
Having been abandoned by the Waterlogged Warlock, Kate and the living candle, Master Wix, meet Professor Headstrong
and the puppet Mary Annette. But the intrigue deepens as Kate is told it is her destiny to involve the terrifying Mr Glum.
And, with Lanky Man's Lanky Boys on the prowl, who can Kate trust?

The Full Amma Tell Me Series
Jess and Ben are twins. Jess is a girl and Ben is a boy but in all the BIG ways, there is NO difference between them! Explore
with children the issues of gender equality and respectful relationships. Combining cheerful illustrations and a simple but
effective narrative, children will understand that, fundamentally there is no difference between us.

Harvesting Hope
In a story adapted from a Rajasthani folktale, a jackal eats all the animals in the forest.

Diwali
"Here is the magical story of Holi - the Indian festival of colours in all its glory, as told to Klaka, a little boy, by his Amma,
with a lot of joy."--P.[4] of cover.

Festival of Colors
A young boy is told the story behind the festival of Holi.

Amma Tell Me How Krishna Fought the Demons!
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Cesar Chavez is known as one of America's greatest civil rights leaders. When he led a 340-mile peaceful protest march
through California, he ignited a cause and improved the lives of thousands of migrant farmworkers. But Cesar wasn't always
a leader. As a boy, he was shy and teased at school. His family slaved in the fields for barely enough money to survive.
Cesar knew things had to change, and he thought that--maybe--he could help change them. So he took charge. He spoke
up. And an entire country listened. An author's note provides historical context for the story of Cesar Chavez's life.

The Lion's Whiskers
Holi, Hai! Holi, Hai! It’s time to prepare for the Indian springtime Festival of Colors in this delightful Classic Board Book! It’s
time for the Indian festival of Holi, a celebration of the start of spring, of new beginnings, and of good over evil. Friends,
families, and neighbors wear white clothing and toss handfuls of brightly colored powders at one another until they’re all
completely covered from head to toe! Young readers will love following the young siblings gathering flowers to make the
colorful powders for the big day until—poof!—it’s time for the fun to begin.

Holy Hell
"Most of the magic tricks presented here are easily understood and appear to be simple to learn and to execute with ample
practice. Disappearing coins, rope tricks, a genie in a bottle, and many others provide interesting stunts to amaze and
mystify one's friends." SLJ.

Amma Tell Me about Raksha Bandhan!
The city is abuzz with fanfare and fervour, Giant idols under wraps, ready to be unfurled, Colourful pandaals receive
finishing touches To host the biggest outdoor festival in the world! Celebrate the homecoming of a loving daughter, Victory
of the goddess and a demon's defeat, See how Ma Durga outshone even the mighty gods How a woman achieved an
impossible feat!

Let's Celebrate Holi! (Maya & Neel's India Adventure Series, Book 3)
The story of Rama, the righteous prince, written ages ago by the poet Valmiki. This is Ramayana - an ancient, epic poem, as
told by Amma to Klaka and Kiki.

The Little Book of Hindu Deities
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A story about the big, gentle temple elephant, Gajapati Kulapati catching a cold.

Amma Tell Me How Krishna Defeated Kansa!
From the mother-son duo behind the New York Times bestselling A Bucket of Blessings comes a zany picture book about a
wild ride on a tuk tuk taxi in India! This picture book brings an international twist to the beloved nursery rhyme, The Wheels
on the Bus, by bringing you aboard a busy three-wheeled taxi in India! Anything can happen as the tuk tuk rolls through
town—from an elephant encounter to a tasty treat to a grand fireworks display. And in the midst of all the action, one
thing’s for sure: passengers young and old love every minute of their exciting ride as the wheels of the tuk tuk go round
and round!

No Difference Between Us
Holi, the Festival of Colors is here, marking the arrival of Spring! Step into this book and watch Riya and her friends
immerse everyone in a spectacular carnival of colors, while learning the story of Prahlad and why we celebrate Holi! This
book is part of the series From The Toddler Diaries, a series of illustrated books which celebrates the spectrum of Indian
festivals as experienced by a toddler. Presented in poetry and color, 'From The Toddler Diaries' is designed to drape parents
and children in vivid hues of India's cultural fabric. The inspiration behind this collection comes from an appreciation of a
child's clarity in perception, which becomes magical because of its simplicity.

Gajapati Kulapati
A smart, snappy, bilingual retelling of Little Red Riding Hood Winner of a Pura Belpre Honor for Illustration While Roja picks
flowers on the way to her grandma's, a mean wolf sneaks away with her cape to surprise Abuelita. But Grandma's no fool
and Roja's no ordinary chica. They send that hungry lobo packing with a caliente surprise! This spirited retelling of Little
Red Riding Hood has accessible Spanish rhymes and fresh illustrations, with hip cultural details throughout.
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